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Photos from IASE Roundtable Conference in Berlin

For those interested in the happenings of the 2016 IASE Roundtable Conference held in July 2016 in Berlin, Germany, photos are available at the following Google drive link: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B8bOmGINS0kzbVFqUzhJeXZha0E?usp=sharing
The boat tour of central Berlin was one of the highlights. Thanks to Joachim Engel and others for the pictures.

IASE Satellite Conference Upcoming

Plans are developing for the next year’s IASE-organized conference. Since the 61st ISI World Statistics Congress will be held from 16 to 21 July in Marrakech, Morocco, the IASE event will be held in nearby Rabat from 11 to 14 July. Please save the dates! Several partners will cooperate to organize the conference. Additional information, including the conference theme and call for submissions, will be published soon.

ISI WSC 2017 Contributed Paper Submissions open

Planning for the ISI World Statistics Congress also continues. Congratulations to those whose invited paper sessions got approved by the programme committee. Everyone else may make one submission to the Contributed Paper and Poster Sessions (CPS). Contributed paper submissions should include a title, abstract, and a short paper of no more than 6 pages. In Morocco, there will be three formats for contributed sessions – 15 minute oral presentations, poster-plus with 5 minute oral highlight talks, and full-day poster displays. The deadline for CPS submissions is 15 February 2017. For more information, see the scientific programme web page at http://www.isi2017.org/index.php/isi2017/scientific-programme.